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REVIEW:

DOMESTIC
TERRORISM

IN THE UNITED STATES

By Hannah Yeack

The problem
One of the most pressing issues facing United States’ national
security today is rising domestic terrorism, as demonstrated by
the attack on the nation’s capital on January 6, 2021. There is
disagreement in the legal community about how best to address
the issue of domestic terrorism.1 One of the most popular routes
that has been proposed is creating a federal domestic terrorism law.
This comment reviews a law review article on the issue of domestic
terrorism which suggests a federal domestic terrorism law is the
best course of action.2 The main argument presented in the article
advocates for a federal law to maintain continuity and clarity of
the United States’ stance on domestic terrorism, and to increase
efficacy of enforcement. The article fails, however, to fully consider
the impact of law enforcement culture, and the risk of borrowing
language from existing foreign-terrorism laws and incorporating
them into a domestic terrorism law.

The issue is not ultimately if the offenders face charges, but rather
how—and to what degree—law enforcement charges them.
Creating a federal domestic terrorism law would be a great first step
in addressing this issue, but is only part of the solution and must
not be relied upon to remedy the entire issue.

As it stands today, no uniformity exists in domestic terrorism laws in
the United States, with each state adopting its own definitions and
consequences of domestic terrorism. This lack of uniformity causes
several problems, including 1) an inability to accurately track and
measure acts of domestic terrorism due to inconsistent definitions
and charges;3 2) an inability to study and understand why and how
domestic terrorism is born;4 and 3) perhaps most important, a lack
of uniformity in charging, prosecuting and sentencing perpetrators
of domestic terrorism.5 Further, most of the current state laws do
not include acts of violence committed with guns or cars, as these
are not considered to be “weapons of mass destruction.”6 Under
this framework, domestic terror attacks such as the 2015 arson of
a mosque while Muslims prayed inside7 and the 2018 gun massacre
at a synagogue which killed 11 people8 are often charged as hate
crimes instead of domestic terrorism, with charges dropping as low
as disruption of the peace in some cases.9

A new law

The remainder of this comment discusses the pitfalls of instituting a
federal law without being critical first of how the law is created and
second of how the law enforcement culture will affect the practical
implications of any law created. This comment asserts that to make
a meaningful change in domestic terrorism in the United States, the
federal government must review and rework its current terrorism
laws and then implement a federal domestic terrorism law in light of
its new framework, while simultaneously facilitating an overhaul of
internal policing policies and culture.

If the United States were to revamp its current foreign terrorism
laws into a new domestic terrorism law, there would be a significant
concern about civil liberties. American citizens have already faced
versions of this in the past through the Uniting and Strengthening
America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and
Obstruct Terrorism Act (USA PATRIOT Act) that followed 9/11,10
and even earlier through Japanese internment camps.11 The federal
government has expanded its definition of terrorism to include
domestic terrorism under the USA PATRIOT Act, but did so by creating
an overbroad definition without taking actual steps to address
domestic terrorism.12 Under the executive branch, The National
Security Council developed and published a National Strategy for
Countering Domestic Terrorism in June of 2021. But such publications
are only statements of policy that have no real effect on national law.13
Notably, in a foreword from President Biden, the publication referred to
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gun violence as domestic terrorism, when, as
mentioned above, offenses committed by use
of guns are rarely labeled as terrorism at the
state level.
The enforcement—and even the conception
of—a new federal domestic terrorism
law is riddled with issues. Enforcement
is a vital part of any law though. Without
enforcement, a law, regardless of how well
it is written, is obsolete. The United States
needs a domestic terrorism law that is
properly enforced as there is a legitimate
concern of non-governmental threats
to citizens’ safety. A society must have
rules and these rules must be enforced to
maintain peace. The issue is that the current
American scheme for foreign terrorism does
not do this while also respecting human
rights.14 Should the government extend
this to its own citizens, the human rights
of Americans—particularly Muslims and
minorities—would be on the chopping block.
The issue becomes a balancing act of how
much power citizens wish to give to the
government, and how much power they
wish to reserve for themselves. Put simply,
do American citizens want the person who
is pointing a gun at them to wear a uniform
or plain clothes?
The Icelandic Human Rights Center (“The
Center”) advocates for terrorism to be
fought “within the framework of the
law and with respect for the principle of
proportionality and non-discrimination.”15
The Center argues that there is no tradeoff between effective government action
combating terrorism and respect for human
rights, unlike the current United States’
government believes.16 Instead, The Center
asserts counter-terrorism acts to best
take form in promoting societal cohesion,
multicultural tolerance and inter-religious
dialogue.17 The Center’s proposal is that for
a world without terrorism, there needs to
first be a world rooted in acceptance and
tolerance.

By only creating a statute, the culture of
law enforcement, which is widely known
to facilitate racist and xenophobic double
standards while, in too many cases, openly
supporting white nationalistic behavior,18
will go unchanged. Without a cultural shift in
America’s law enforcement agencies, there
is a risk, based on a long history of abuse
of power,19 that enforcement agencies will
use any new laws to target minorities and
those viewed as “others,” even if the laws
are created to target white supremacist
organizations.20
Law enforcement has significant ties
to far-right and to white supremacists
organizations.21 This is not by accident.
Organizations, such as the Oath Keepers,22
explicitly target law enforcement and exmilitary personnel in their recruitment.23
These ties are suspected, in part, to be the
reason the FBI and Homeland Security did
not release a threat report before the January
6 attack on the capitol.24 The logic being that
law enforcement does not view people who
look and possibly think like them to be a
threat,25 creating a blind spot to terrorism
even among top federal agencies. This is not
a quality unique to law enforcement,26 but it
is something the nation needs to be aware of
as it makes policy based on predictions and
assumptions surrounding what cops do and
might do.

A changed culture

Oftentimes in legal theory, good cops are
assumed. Despite the current political
climate, it is impractical to assume all good
or all bad cops. The profession is made up of
a vast array of individuals so, like any large
group, stereotypes do not cover all of the
people who make up the United States’ police
force. The danger of the current policing
system is that even those who are neutral
and good are blemished by the repugnant
lack of accountability for their actions.27
Regardless of whether the wrongs are
mistakes or are intentional, there are rarely
repercussions at all, much less proportional
repercussions, for actions with horrifying
consequences for the general public.

If the legislature only creates a federal
statute and does not address law
enforcement culture, multiple problems will
arise, and even more will be left untreated.

Nearly 40% of cops are predicted to have
committed an act of domestic violence.28
In fact, domestic violence is two to four

times more likely in police families than the
average American family.29 When the victims
in these cases report the violence, the case
is handled informally, something that would
rarely happen for a case where the offender
is a civilian. There is often no official report,
investigations, and most shocking, no check
on the victim’s safety.30
If our law enforcement systematically fails
to hold “their own kind” accountable for
individualized violence, there is doubt as
to whether law enforcement would hold
domestic terrorists accountable under
any law. While white supremacist groups
may be more than comfortable, oppressed
groups may end up being the ones suffering
the weight of the law if police attempt to
misappropriate the law.
Domestic terrorism is one of the most
complex issues facing the United States’
legal world today. The ramifications of any
potential laws imposed, or not imposed,
include the lives of many—both in quality
of life and, in some cases, continuation
of life. Creating a federal law is the best
path forward, but all steps must be taken
carefully and thoughtfully by those involved.
Domestic terrorism is a long-term, complex
problem that requires a long-term and
complex solution.
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